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Young couple launches stock footage platform to
amplify Black representation in digital media

Imani and Zebrina are creating a platform to highlight Black people, cultures, and activities

Tampa, FL: Founder Imani Lee and Co-Founder Zebrina Edgerton-Maloy announced the
launch of its first fundraising campaign for Black Stock Footage, an online stock footage
licensing platform. For video creators, Black Stock Footage o�ers a stock footage platform
focused on Black representation. A subscription membership o�ers access to unlimited
downloads of video clips showcasing the variety of hues, cultures, phenotypes, and
activities of Black people, making Black representation easier to include in video projects.

The campaign goal of $75,000 will be used towards developing the initial beta website
platform, creating strategic business partnerships, and enrolling the first 50 videographer
contributors and the first 1,000 platform subscribers.

Imani graduated from the University of South Florida in 2016 with a Bachelor’s in Mass
Communications, Broadcast, and Production. Imani then completed a Master’s in Business
Administration from National Louis University in 2018. Imani founded a micro-creative
agency in 2020 called Imani Lee Creative, where specialized in video contention creation
for state, local, and city government agencies, non-profits, and small businesses.

“Everyone has a role to play in making progress in the community. My role is creating
platforms, systems, programs, and infrastructure that help push our community forward as
a collective,” says Imani. “It’s our collective responsibility to push the needle forward in
terms of representation, visibility, and access.”

Zebrina graduated from Washington and Lee University in 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts in
Journalism, where she interned for news outlets like CBS News and NBC News’ WFLA-TV.
After graduating, Zebrina became a professional multimedia journalist in Tampa Bay where
she covered news, politics, and entrepreneurship for several news publications. She is now
the Communications Specialist for the government agency and local children’s board
Juvenile Welfare Board.
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"I've always been fascinated with how we all have our own story of triumphs, obstacles,
joy, growth, and love. Sharing people’s authentic stories now drives my career and
everything I do,” says Zebrina. “I'm motivated to build a platform that helps explore the
dynamic stories of our people in a new way.”

Their collective goal is to use Black Stock Footage to create the largest stock footage
platform representing Black people, activities, cultures, and phenotypes from around the
world. The team has a fundraising goal of $75,000 and is aiming to launch its
subscription-based beta platform in fall 2021.

For more information on Black Stock Footage and how the team is creating the largest
stock footage platform representing Black people, activities, cultures, and phenotypes,
visit BlackStockFootage.io.

About Black Stock Footage: Black Stock Footage is a subscription-based platform o�ering
unlimited downloads of video clips that showcase the variety of hues, cultures,
phenotypes, activities, and experiences of Black people. The early-stage tech startup is
creating social impact through stock footage that amplifies Black representation in digital
media. It's the #1 stock footage platform focused on Black people, empowering the current
and next generation of content creators with access to stock footage that amplifies Black
representation.
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